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Abstract
Full system "end-to-end" measurements in physical testbeds
are the gold standard for evaluation of network systems but
are fraught with challenges. Adequate testbeds are often not
available, as projects target next generation devices, propose
new hardware, or require larger scale. Further, evaluations
in testbeds limit what we can observe without affecting sys-
tem behavior, are frequently hard to reproduce, and are only
available to groups with sufficient funding. Yet, we lack an
accepted alternative, leaving us with ad-hoc non-end-to-end
evaluations that do not form a solid basis for future work.

We argue that full system simulations enable comparable
end-to-end evaluation and are the next best alternative when
a physical testbed is not available. To this end, we present
SimBricks, a modular full system simulation framework for
network systems. SimBricks combines multiple existing sim-
ulators for individual components, including processor and
memory, NIC, and network, into full virtual testbeds running
unmodified software. The architecture combines well-defined
component interfaces for extensibility with new simulators,
efficient communication channels for local and distributed
simulators, and a novel efficient synchronization protocol for
accurate timing across different simulators. We demonstrate
that SimBricks simulations reproduce key findings from prior
work in congestion control, NIC architecture, and in-network
computing, and show scalability to 1000 simulated hosts.

1 Introduction

The systems and networking community expects research
ideas to be implemented and evaluated as part of a complete
system "end-to-end" in realistic conditions, if at all possible.
End-to-end evaluation is important as many factors affect
system behavior in ways that are hard to reason about a priori.

Yet evaluation in full physical testbeds is frequently dif-
ficult or outright infeasible for academic research projects,
because adequate hardware testbeds are not available. Work
might require cutting edge commercial hardware that is

not available yet at the time of publication [26, 27, 29, 44],
other work designs hardware extensions to existing propri-
etary hardware [45], finally there is much work proposing
entirely new hardware architectures to be implemented as
ASICs [12, 13, 21, 23, 28, 30, 46, 47]. Evaluation on a real
hardware implementation of the system is beyond academic
researchers for these projects. This trend is getting worse and
worse in the post-Moore era, as we move towards increasingly
specialized hardware, including SmartNICs, programmable
switches, and other hardware accelerators. Finally, especially
in domains such as network protocols and congestion control,
proposals need to be evaluated at large scale in networks with
hundreds or thousands of hosts. In all of these cases, a full
end-to-end evaluation in a physical testbed is infeasible.

When a full evaluation in a physical testbed is not possible,
simulation has long offered an alternative means of system
evaluation. In networking, we use ns-2 [39], ns-3 [40], and
OMNeT++ [48] to evaluate protocols and algorithms; com-
puter architects rely on cycle accurate system simulators such
as gem5 [9], while hardware designers employ RTL simu-
lators such as Modelsim [36] or Verilator [49] for testing
hardware components. While network systems do benefit
from these simulators [4, 24, 35], they do not enable end-to-
end evaluation, as no existing simulator simulates all required
components in a testbed: host, NIC devices, full network.

In this paper, we demonstrate end-to-end evaluation in
simulation can be achieved by combining and connecting
multiple different existing simulators to cover the necessary
functionality. Instead of building a new simulator, throwing
away decades of work on existing simulators, we integrate
existing and new simulators, for hosts, NICs, and networks,
into full system simulations of complete network testbeds
capable of running unmodified operating systems, drivers,
and applications. Existing simulators, however, are not de-
signed for connecting to other simulators. To achieve modular
end-to-end simulations we need to overcome three technical
challenges: 1) no interfaces to connect simulators together,
2) efficient and scalable synchronization of simulator clocks,
and 3) combining mutually incompatible simulation models.
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We present the design and implementation of SimBricks, a
modular simulation framework for end-to-end network sys-
tem simulations that is scalable, accurate, and enables repro-
ducible evaluation. SimBricks defines interfaces for simula-
tors based on natural component boundaries in physical sys-
tems. We combine these with a novel protocol that leverages
latency at component boundaries for efficient and accurate
synchronization of simulator clocks. Individual component
simulators run in parallel as separate processes, and commu-
nicate via message passing through optimized shared memory
queues.

Currently, SimBricks integrates QEMU [41] and gem5 [9]
as host simulators, Verilator [49] as an RTL hardware simula-
tor for NICs with the open source Corundum FPGA NIC [16]
as a NIC simulation, and ns-3 [40] as well as the Intel Tofino
simulator [18] for network simulation. We have also imple-
mented fast behavioral simulators for Corundum and the Intel
X710 40G NIC [19], as well as a basic network switch. In
combination, these simulators enable a broad range of differ-
ent testbed configurations for end-to-end evaluation. In our
evaluation we demonstrate that SimBricks enables flexible
end-to-end evaluation of network systems at small and large
scales. We reproduce key results from congestion control [3],
in-network compute [27], and FPGA NIC design [16] in Sim-
Bricks. SimBricks obtains more realistic results compared
to ns-3 in isolation (§2.2). SimBricks also scales to 1000
hosts and NICs with only a 14% increase in simulation time
from 40 hosts (§6.5). Finally, SimBricks also provides deeper
visibility and increased control off low-level system behavior
compared to physical testbeds (§6.8).

We make the following technical contributions:

• Modular architecture for network system simulation (§4)
with interfaces for host, NIC, and network component
simulators.

• Synchronization protocol for parallel and distributed
simulations (§4.2) using message passing to efficiently
ensure correct simulation, even at scale.

• SimBricks, a prototype implementation of our architec-
ture (§5) and with integration of multiple existing and
new component simulators. We plan for a full open
source release prior to publication.1

2 Background and Motivation

We start by providing background on simulations for com-
puter systems components, before discussing the shortcom-
ings of existing simulators for computer systems research.

1Along with simulation and plotting scripts to reproduce our results.

2.1 Simulations — Virtual Testbeds
Simulators employ various techniques, including discrete
event simulation, binary translation, and hardware virtual-
ization, to simulate networks, computer architectures, and
hardware components. Network simulators, such as ns-2 [39],
ns-3 [40], and OMNeT++ [48], rely on discrete event simu-
lation using timestamped events to model packets traversing
network topologies assembled from models of individual com-
ponents. Computer architecture simulators, such as gem5 [9],
QEMU [41], and Simics [31], simulate full computer systems
capable of running unmodified guest software, including op-
erating systems, with different and sometimes configurable
degrees of detail. Full system simulators also include I/O
devices, but typically only implemented with the bare mini-
mum of required features. Detailed RTL simulations, such as
xsim [51] and Verilator [49], are employed to test and debug
hardware designs using accurate timing against testbenches.
In all three cases – network, system, and hardware simulators
– individual components are simulated in isolation.

Advantages. The primary motivation for simulating a sys-
tem is typically that a physical implementation is not feasible.
Simulations are also portable and can be easily shared as
they completely decouple the simulated system from the host
system. A large class of simulators, e.g., discrete event simu-
lators, are deterministic (with explicit seeds for randomness),
enabling truly reproducible evaluation. Simulators also pro-
vide flexibility; they are implemented as software that can be
modified, and they usually offer parameters representing a
broad range of system configurations. Finally, simulations
offer superior visibility compared to physical hardware, as
they can be easily instrumented to log minute details about
the system, without affecting system behavior.

Problems. Simulations also have issues that limit their ap-
plicability. Long simulation times are common – detailed
architectural simulators typically only simulate hundreds or
thousands of system cycles a second [22, 47], and simulating
a few milliseconds of a large scale topology in ns-3 can take
many hours. Different simulators strike different trade-offs
between accuracy and simulation time, depending on the in-
tended use-case. Developing new simulators and maintaining
or extending existing ones require significant development
effort. Finally, results obtained from simulations are only as
good as the simulator, and may not be representative unless
validated against a physical testbed.

2.2 Simulations for Systems Research
For systems research there are additional challenges that often
preclude using simulation during prototyping and evaluation.
First off, network and distributed systems frequently require
evaluation on tens or hundreds of hosts to demonstrate scala-
bility. But for most simulators, already long simulation time
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Fig. 1: Measured throughput for two dctcp flows in ns-3,
a physical testbed, and an end-to-end simulation with Sim-
Bricks.

increases super-linearly with the size of the simulated system.
Next, systems projects typically have substantial software,
and sometimes hardware, implementation components. Un-
fortunately, prototyping productivity decreases significantly
with long edit-compile-test cycles. While there exist fast sim-
ulators that omit various levels of details, prototyping in these
simulators defeats the purpose if the implemented system
can then not be evaluated properly because of insufficient
accuracy. Finally and most importantly, no existing simula-
tors covers all required components for networked systems
with sufficient features and details, precluding full end-to-end
evaluation. While existing simulators cover individual compo-
nents, such as computer architecture, hardware devices, and
networks, they only do so in isolation with no mechanism for
combining them into complete systems. As a result, systems
researchers are left with non-end-to-end "piecemeal" evalua-
tion, where different components are evaluated in isolation,
or to build ad hoc simulators which have low accuracy.

Motivational example. To demonstrate the pitfalls of
piecemeal evaluation, we compare the behavior of the
dctcp [3] congestion control algorithm in the ns-3 network
simulator to a physical testbed. As network speed increases
and bottlenecks move to end-hosts, congestion control be-
havior is influenced by small variations in timing in the host
hardware and software [3,25,34]. However, ns-3 only models
network- and protocol-level behavior, and as a result, does
not simulate the host side accurately. Concretely, we set up
two clients and two servers sharing a single 10G bottleneck
link with a 4000B MTU, and with one large TCP flow gen-
erated by iperf for each client-server pair. Fig. 1 shows the
measured throughput for varying dctcp marking thresholds K.
The dctcp marking threshold K balances queuing latency and
throughput; a lower threshold reduces queue length but risks
under-utilizing links. As expected [3], the ns-3 simulation un-
derestimates the necessary threshold to achieve line rate, as it
does not model host processing variations, such as processing
delay caused by OS interrupt scheduling. Only an end-to-end

evaluation of the full system captures such intricacies.

3 Modular Simulation

We argue that rigorous end-to-end evaluation can be effi-
ciently achieved through simulations assembled from multiple
existing simulators for individual components that are inter-
connected and synchronized. To demonstrate this, we present
SimBricks, a new modular, end-to-end simulation framework
that aims to provide accurate simulation and evaluation of
network systems.

Fig. 2: SimBricks configuration for the dctcp experiment in
Fig. 1, combining gem5, ns-3, and an Intel NIC simulator.

End-to-end simulation is better. Fig. 2 shows the Sim-
Bricks end-to-end simulation that produces the result shown
in Fig. 1. We combine four instances of gem5 with four
instances of Intel i40e NIC simulator we developed, and an in-
stance of ns-3. The gem5 instances are running a full Ubuntu
image with unmodified NIC drivers and iperf. Fig. 1 shows
that our SimBricks configuration approximates the behavior
of the physical testbed closely, and capture the same insight.
We conclude that end-to-end evaluation with SimBricks im-
proves accuracy for congestion control evaluation over ns-3.

3.1 Design Goals
SimBricks has the following design goals to enable prototyp-
ing and evaluation of systems research projects using simula-
tion:

• End-to-end: simulate complete network systems, in-
cluding hosts, NICs, network hardware, and the full
software stack including OS and applications.

• Scalable: simulate large network systems consisting of
hundreds of hosts and devices.

• Fast: keep simulation times low to allow for simulation
of real systems.

• Modular: enable flexible configuration that can be mod-
ified and extended with new simulators without modifi-
cation to the rest of the system.

• Accurate: Preserve the accuracy of the constituent sim-
ulators when combining them. Ensure that validation
from individual simulators carries over to the combined
simulation.
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• Deterministic: keep end-to-end results reproducible
when individual simulators are deterministic.

3.2 Technical challenges

Achieving these goals, however, requires us to address the
following set of technical challenges:

Simulation interconnection interfaces. Only by connect-
ing multiple simulators for different components together
can we cover the necessary functionality for end-to-end sim-
ulation. Unfortunately, existing simulators provide no suit-
able interfaces for connecting to other external simulators.
Moreover, enabling modular "plug-and-play" configurations,
where individual components can be swapped out, requires
well-defined interfaces for different component types.

Scalable synchronization and communication. Individ-
ual component simulators maintain their own separate vir-
tual simulation clocks. To obtain meaningful performance
measurements, we need a mechanism to synchronize these
clocks. However, synchronizing clocks of multiple simulators
comes at a cost, especially with increasing system scale. For
example, we measure a 3.7× increase in runtime for the dist-
gem5 [37] simulator when increasing simulation size from
2 to 16 gem5 hosts, due to synchronization overhead (§6.3).
Prior work shows that synchronization overhead can be re-
duced by sacrificing accuracy and determinism through lax
synchronization. However, results of partially synchronized
simulations are hard to reason about and less reproducible as
they depend on specific runtime factors. Modular combina-
tion of different simulators further compounds this and, we
argue, requires validation of each combination of simulators.

Incompatible simulation models. Interconnecting differ-
ent simulators is a challenge as different simulators employ
mutually incompatible simulation models. For example,
QEMU has a blocking device model where calls in device
code are expected to block till completed, while ns-3 asyn-
chronously schedules events to model networks, and Verila-
tor simulates hardware cycle by cycle. Attempting to con-
nect these simulators together requires us to address these
impedance mismatches.

3.3 Design principles

We address these challenges through four principles that un-
derpin the design of SimBricks.

Fix natural component simulator interfaces. To enable
modular composition of simulators, SimBricks defines an
interface for each component type (§4.1). We base these inter-
faces on the component boundaries in real systems: PCI ex-
press (PCIe) connects today’s NICs to servers, while data cen-

ter NICs typically connect to Ethernet networks. We choose
these interfaces as a starting point, but our approach general-
izes to other interconnects and network technologies. These
component interfaces form narrow waists decoupling innova-
tion on both sides: To integrate a simulator into SimBricks,
developers only need to add an adapter that implements the
component interface, otherwise the simulator remains unmod-
ified.

Accurate and efficient synchronization. In SimBricks,
we want to ensure accurate results and avoid requiring vali-
dation of each combination of simulators, and demonstrate
that accurate time synchronization does not have to come
at the cost of performance. To this end, we leverage three
insights in combination to design a novel synchronization
protocol (§4.2): 1) Global synchronization is not necessary
as using natural interfaces limits which simulators actually
communicate. As long as events at these pairwise interfaces
arrive on time the simulation behavior is correct. 2) Latency
at component interfaces provides slack and helps tolerate
communication overheads between simulators. An event sent
at time T only arrives at T +∆, as our natural component
interfaces have an inherent latency in physical systems that
we need to model. 3) By including synchronization in-line
with data transfers, synchronization overheads can be re-
duced and sometimes completely avoided. The SimBricks
synchronization protocol only increases simulation time of
two gem5 instances by 2% compared to unsynchronized op-
eration. Even when scaling up to a distributed simulation of
1000 hosts, simulation time only increases by 3× compared
to a simulation of 40 hosts.

Loose coupling with message passing. Instead of tightly
integrating multiple simulators into one simulation loop, Sim-
Bricks runs component simulators as separate processes that
communicate through message passing (§4.1) across our de-
fined interfaces. This drastically simplifies integration of
simulators into SimBricks, as we treat each simulator as a
black-box that only needs to implement our interfaces. Using
asynchronous message passing also maximizes compatibility
with different simulation models. Discrete event and cycle-
by-cycle simulations can naturally issue requests and process
responses at the scheduled times, while blocking simulations
can block till the response message arrives – for peer simula-
tors this is fully transparent.

Parallel execution with shared memory queues. We run
simulators in parallel on different cores and connect them
through optimized shared-memory queues (§4.3). As simula-
tors run on separate cores and only communicate explicitly
when necessary, this avoids unnecessary cache-coherence
traffic and hidden scalability bottlenecks. These mechanisms
allow us to (i) scale up to large network simulations: In-
stead of simulating the complete network in one simulation
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Fig. 3: SimBricks architecture. Double hour glass with nar-
row waists between hosts and NICs, and NICs and networks.

instance, we simulate different parts of the network in sepa-
rate simulators running in parallel (§4.4), and (ii) scale out
using distributed simulations: We use a separate proxy that
transparently forwards messages on shared memory queues
over the network to and from simulators running on remote
hosts (§4.5).

4 Design

Following the design principles in §3, we have built a mod-
ular, end-to-end simulation framework SimBricks, with its
high-level system architecture shown in Fig. 3. In this sec-
tion, we detail the design of SimBricks’s major components,
including component simulator interfaces, a novel synchro-
nization protocol, fast message transport, and techniques to
scale up and out to larger simulations.

4.1 Component Simulator Interfaces
SimBricks’s modularity is based on well-defined interfaces
between component simulators: Host simulators connect to
NIC simulators through an interface based on PCIe; NIC
simulators interface with network simulators through an Eth-
ernet interface. This results in a double hourglass architecture
(Fig. 3) with narrow waists at component boundaries. Both
interfaces are inherently asynchronous in physical systems,
and SimBricks replicates this. We also model the physical
propagation delay at each interface as a per-interface latency
∆i.

4.1.1 PCIe: Host-NIC interface.

PCIe itself is architected as a layered protocol, ranging from a
low-level physical layer to the transactional layer responsible
for data operations. We define SimBricks’s host-NIC inter-
face (Fig. 4) solely based on the PCIe transactional layer,

PCIe: NIC→ Host
Message Type Message Fields

INIT_NIC

PCI vendor, device id, class,
subclass, revision,
# of MSI vectors, # of MSI-X vectors,
table/PBA bar and offset

DMA_READ,
DMA_WRITE

Request ID, Memory address, Length
(and Payload data)

MMIO_COMPL Request ID (and Payload data)

INTERRUPT
Interrupt type,
MSI/MSI-X: vector #,
Legacy: level

PCIe: Host→ NIC
Message Type Message Fields

DMA_COMPL Request ID (and Payload data)

MMIO_READ,
MMIO_WRITE

Request ID, BAR # and offset, Length
(and Payload data)

INT_STATUS Interrupts enabled: legacy, MSI, MSI-X

Ethernet: NIC↔ Net / Net↔ Net
Message Type Message Fields

PACKET Packet length, Packet data

Fig. 4: SimBricks defines a PCI interface between host and
NIC simulators, and an Ethernet interface between NIC and
network simulators.

and abstract physical attributes of the PCIe link away with
simple parameters – link bandwidth and latency. Low-level
complexities such as encodings and signaling are unneces-
sary for most system-level simulations and would introduce
excessive complexity. Should future use-cases require low-
level modelling of PCIe, a detailed PCIe simulator could be
integrated modularly akin to how we scale up network simu-
lations (§4.4).

Discovery and Initialization. A key feature of PCIe is that
hosts identify connected devices and the specific features they
support without relying on administrator’s input. To this end,
our interface defines an INIT_NIC message for initializing
and registering NIC simulators with a host simulator. The NIC
simulator adapter includes device information in the message,
including the PCI vendor, device identifiers, base address
registers (BARs), and the number and addresses of MSI(-X)
interrupt vectors. The host simulator uses this information to
expose a corresponding PCIe device to the system.

Data transfers: MMIO & DMA. PCIe data transfers are
symmetrical: both sides can initiate reads and writes, which
the other side completes. SimBricks’s PCIe interface de-
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fines DMA_READ/WRITE messages for DMA transfers initiated
by NIC simulators, and MMIO_READ/WRITE for MMIO ac-
cesses initiated by host simulators. All data transfer opera-
tions are completed asynchronously. Once a request is fin-
ished, the NIC simulator issues a corresponding MMIO_COMPL
completion message, while the host simulator adapter sends
a DMA_COMPL. PCIe allows multiple outstanding operations
and only guarantees that they will be issued to the memory
system in the order of arrival. Completion events, however,
may arrive asynchronously and out-of-order. To match com-
pletion notifications with outstanding requests, requests carry
an opaque request identifier that the target simulator includes
in the corresponding response.

Interrupts. The final mechanism covered by the host-NIC
interface is interrupts. Our interface supports all PCI interrupt
signaling methods, including legacy interrupt pins (INTX),
message signaled interrupts (MSI), and MSI-X. Physical
PCIe devices implement MSI (including configuration, mask-
ing, and generating signalling operations) completely on the
device. To reduce repeated implementation effort in NIC
simulators and integration challenges in host simulators, we
instead opt to keep this functionality inside the host simula-
tor. NIC simulators can issue INTERRUPT messages to either
trigger an interrupt vector for MSI(-X) or (de-)assert interrupt
pins for INTX. To incorporate NICs that require knowledge
about which interrupt mechanisms the OS has enabled, our
interface also provides a INT_STATUS message issued by the
host simulator on interrupt configuration changes.

4.1.2 Ethernet: NIC-network interface.

In SimBricks’s NIC-network interface, we similarly abstract
away low-level details of the Ethernet standard, and only ex-
pose Ethernet frames – in the form of PACKET messages – to
the NIC and network simulators. A PACKET message carries
the length of the packet alongside packet payload, but omits
CRCs to reduce overhead as none of our network simulators
models them and most NICs strip them after validation. If fu-
ture network or NIC simulators require CRCs, their SimBricks
adapter can transparently generate and strip the checksums,
as we do not explicitly model data corruption on the wire. We
leave an extension of the interface with Ethernet hardware
flow control as future work.

4.2 Simulator Synchronization Protocol

To ensure accurate simulation result when connecting parallel
simulation components that run at different speeds, we design
a novel synchronization protocol that minimizes synchroniza-
tion overhead even when scaling to large simulations.

procedure INIT
for if in interfaces do

SYNCTIMER(if)
msg← POLLMSG(if)
RESCHEDULE(msg.timestamp, RXTIMER, msg, if)

procedure SYNCTIMER(if)
msg← ALLOCMSG(if)
msg.type← SYNC
SENDMSG(msg)

procedure RXTIMER(msg, if)
if msg.type 6= SYNC then

PROCESSMSG(msg)
msg← POLLMSG(if)
RESCHEDULE(msg.timestamp, RXTIMER, msg, if)

procedure SENDMSG(msg, if)
msg.timestamp← T +∆if
ENQUEUEMSG(msg, if)
RESCHEDULE(T +δif, SYNCTIMER)

Fig. 5: SimBricks synchronization protocol pseudo-code for
a discrete event-based simulator. RESCHEDULE schedules a
callback for the specified time, cancelling earlier instances.
PROCESSMSG and SENDMSG interface with the upper layer
PCI or Network protocol. ∆if is the link latency and δif the
synchronization interval.

4.2.1 Prior synchronization mechanisms do not scale

A naive approach to synchronizing components is to use a
global barrier at each time step, keeping them completely in
lockstep. When components are connected by communica-
tion links with non-zero latency, frequency of global barriers
can be reduced by dividing simulation time into epochs no
larger than the lowest link latency. Within each epoch, no syn-
chronization is required since all cross-component events will
only be delivered after the end of the current epoch. The syn-
chronization protocol, therefore, only needs to perform global
barriers at epoch boundaries [1,37,42]. Unfortunately, epoch-
based synchronization still relies on non-scalable global bar-
riers across all simulators, and the barrier frequency is con-
strained by the lowest link latency in the whole simulation,
resulting in substantial synchronization overhead.

4.2.2 Scalable synchronization in SimBricks

We avoid global synchronization while guaranteeing simu-
lation accuracy by leveraging key properties specific to the
SimBricks architecture. Fig. 5 shows pseudocode for the
SimBricks synchronization protocol described below.

Enforcing correct message processing times is sufficient.
In SimBricks, all communication between simulators are ex-
plicitly done through message passing. Thus, the only require-
ment for accurate simulation is that messages are processed at
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the correct time. Additional synchronization would not affect
simulation behavior, as simulators cannot observe or influence
each other through other channels. To enforce this guarantee,
senders tag each message with its arrival time indicating when
the message should be processed at the receiver.

Pairwise synchronization is sufficient. All SimBricks
message passing channels are point-to-point and statically
determined based on the simulation structure. This is where
we differ from most prior synchronization schemes, as they
do not assume a known topology and thus require global syn-
chronization. For SimBricks, synchronization only needs to
be implemented pairwise, between each simulator and its a
priori known peers.

Per-channel message timestamps are monotonic. Our
message queues deliver messages in the order of transmission.
As each SimBricks connection between two simulators is
modeled with a fixed (non-zero) per-link propagation latency
∆i, a message sent at time T over interface i arrives at T +∆i.
By assuming that each simulator’s clock advances monotoni-
cally, message timestamps on each channel are therefore also
monotonic.

Message timestamps ensure accuracy. A corollary of the
monotonicity guarantee is that, a message with timestamp t is
an implicit promise that no more messages with timestamps
< t will arrive on that channel. Therefore, if a simulator has
received messages with timestamps larger than T from all of
its peers, it can safely advance its clock up to T .

Ensuring liveness with sync messages. These conditions
ensure accuracy of simulations, but do not guarantee liveness.
Simulations can only make progress as long as every channel
carries at least one message in each direction in every ∆i time
interval. To ensure progress, we introduce SYNC messages
that simulators send if they have not sent a message for δi≤∆i
time units. SYNC messages allow peers to safely advance their
clocks in the absence of data messages. In our simulations
we set δi = ∆i; lower values of δi are legal, but we have not
found configurations where the benefit of more frequent clock
advances outweighed the cost of sending and processing the
additional SYNC messages. For other simulation configura-
tions this trade-off might be different.

Link latency provides synchronization slack. Non-zero
link latencies further reduce synchronization overhead, as
even peer simulators do not need to execute in lockstep.
Specifically, a message sent at T allows its peer to advance
to T +∆i. At that point, the peer’s clock is guaranteed to
lay between T −∆i (otherwise the local clock would not be
at T ) and T +∆i. While synchronized simulations are fun-
damentally only as fast as the slowest component simulator,
this slack improves efficiency by absorbing small transient

variation in simulation speed, without immediately blocking
all simulators.

4.3 Inter-Simulator Message Transport
As SimBricks runs component simulators as separate pro-
cesses communicating through message passing, inter-process
communication plays a critical role on the overall efficiency.
We use optimized shared memory queues with polling to im-
plement efficient message transport for inter-simulator com-
munication. For parallel processes running on separate cores,
shared memory queues enable low-latency communication
with minimal overhead [6, 8]. Between any pair of commu-
nicating simulators, SimBricks establishes a bidirectional
message channel consisting of a pair of unidirectional queues
in opposite directions. For initialization, SimBricks uses a
Unix socket for each channel to provide a named endpoint for
the peers to connect to, and to communicate queue parameters
and shared memory file descriptor.

SimBricks message queues are single-producer single-
consumer concurrent circular queues. They comprise an array
of fixed-sized, cache line aligned message slots. The last
byte in each slot is reserved for metadata: one bit indicat-
ing the current owner of the slot (consumer or producer)
and the remaining bits for the message type. Each message
queue has a separate head and a tail pointer. As queues are
single-producer and single-consumer, we minimize false shar-
ing by storing the tail pointer locally at the producer, while
consumers have a local exclusive head pointer. We include
pseudo-code for the queue implementation in the appendix
(§A.2) for reference.

The SimBricks message transport design avoids coherence
overhead unless it is fundamentally necessary. The head and
tail pointers are local to consumer and producer respectively,
thus only accesses to shared message slots result in coher-
ence traffic. Moreover, as long as a consumer does not poll
in between its paired producer writing a message to the cor-
responding slot and setting the ownership bit, all coherence
traffic carries necessary data from the producer to the con-
sumer [6] (more detail in §A.2).

4.4 Scaling Up by Decomposing Networks
SimBricks scales to larger simulations by adding more com-
ponent simulators. For Host and NIC simulators there is
no direct scalability limit, beyond the number of available
cores. A single network simulator that all hosts connect to
can become a bottleneck as it has to synchronize with each
NIC simulator. We leverage the SimBricks architecture to
improve scalability, by decomposing the network simulation
into multiple processes that connect and synchronize via Sim-
Bricks network interfaces. For example, in our evaluation we
demonstrate large scale simulations that simulate each switch
as a separate process (§6.5).
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4.5 Scaling Out with Proxies
Running simulators in parallel on dedicated cores while com-
municating via shared memory queues, maximizes paral-
lelism and minimizes communication overheads. But this
limits simulation size to the number of available cores. For
larger simulations SimBricks needs to scale out across multi-
ple hosts. The combination of message passing and modular
interfaces enables a natural means of scaling out simulations
to multiple hosts: partition simulators to hosts and replace
shared between simulators on different hosts with network
communication.

However, directly implementing network communication
in individual component simulators has two drawbacks. First,
it increases complexity for integrating component simulators,
as each individual simulator adapter needs to implement an
additional message transport mechanism. Second, and more
importantly, it increases communication overhead in compo-
nent simulators, leaving fewer processor cycles for the many
already slow simulators, further increasing simulation time.

To avoid these drawbacks SimBricks instead implements
network communication in proxies. SimBricks proxies con-
nect to local component simulators through the existing
shared memory queues and forward messages over the net-
work to the peer proxy which operates symmetrically. This
approach requires an additional processor core for the proxy
on each side, but is fully transparent to component simulators
and does not increase their communication overhead.

5 Implementation

SimBricks is implemented in 8960 lines of C/C++, 1237
lines of Python, and 1146 lines for the gem5 adapter, 724 for
QEMU, and 1303 for ns-3. (more detail in §A.3).

5.1 Core SimBricks Components
Libraries. To reduce programming effort when integrating
individual simulators, we develop a common message trans-
port library that implements the SimBricks messaging inter-
faces. The library additionally implements helper functions
for the synchronization protocol; specifically, functions to
construct and send synchronization messages to the connected
peers. We also implement a helper library with common com-
ponents for behavioral NIC simulation models (nicbm) that
we use in both our behavioral model implementations.

Proxies. The SimBricks design scales out simulations
through proxies that translate between shared memory queues
and the network on both sides. We have implemented two
proxies, one uses standard sockets for network communi-
cation and the other one RDMA. Both proxies implement
batching and try to forward multiple messages at once if mul-
tiple are in the queue. The RDMA proxy minimizes latency

and overhead by directly writing messages to remote queues
with RDMA writes.

Orchestration. Configuring and running SimBricks simu-
lations is a challenge due to the many interconnected com-
ponents involved. We streamline this with our orchestration
framework where users can assemble complete simulations in
compact python scripts, and the framework runs them (details
in §A.1).

5.2 Host Simulator

We integrate two host component simulators, gem5 and
QEMU, capable off running unmodified operating systems
and applications. We implement the integration as a regular
PCIe device within the respective abstractions in the simula-
tors.

gem5. gem5 is a flexible full system simulation with con-
figurable level of detail for memory and CPU simulation. We
use version v20.0.0.1 and extend it with a patch for Intel
DDIO support [2]. We implement support for the functional
and timing memory access protocols. The functional model
is blocking, i.e. expects accesses to immediately return re-
sults, and does not model timing. The timing protocol is a
natural fit for SimBricks as it includes asynchronous request
and response messages for each access. We do not support
the atomic protocol, where operations immediately return
and indicate how long the operation should take, as this is
incompatible with SimBricks’s asynchronous interfaces. To
reduce simulation time, we leverage flexiblity in gem5 to boot
up with a fast functional CPU, and switching to a detailed
model after. We additionally implement an Ethernet adapter
to also connect the few basic NICs in gem5 to SimBricks for
comparison.

QEMU. We use QEMU (version 5.1.92) with KVM CPU
acceleration for fast functional simulation, and also imple-
ment support for synchronized simulation with QEMU’s
instruction counting feature. With instruction counting
(icount), QEMU controls the rate of instruction execution
relative to a virtual clock. The key challenge is to model
MMIO access timings, as QEMU’s device interface does not
model timing and expects accesses to return immediately.
We work around this by aborting execution of the instruc-
tion from the MMIO handler and stopping the virtual CPU,
only re-activating it when the completion event arrives on the
PCIe interface. At that point QEMU will re-try executing the
instruction.

5.3 NIC Simulations

We integrate three NIC simulators, a detailed hardware RTL
model, and two less detailed faster behavioral models.
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Corundum RTL simulation. To demonstrate the feasibil-
ity of integrating realistic RTL simulation into SimBricks, we
use the unmodified Verilog implementation of Corundum [16],
an open-source, FPGA NIC. We use the Verilator [49] RTL
simulator to simulate the interface module implementing
Corundum’s core data path (which includes rx, tx, descriptor
queues, checksumming, packet scheduling etc.). When im-
plementing on an FPGA, Corundum instantiates vendor IP
for the remaining components, including the PCIe interfaces,
DMA engine, and Ethernet MAC. As Verilator cannot simu-
late vendor IP, we implement this functionality directly in the
C++ testbench, where we interface with SimBricks.

Corundum behavioral model. To enable an apples-to-
apples comparison, we also implement a behavioral model
for Corundum. The model is fully compatible with the open-
source Corundum Linux driver [15]. The implementation
currently only supports a single interface and one receive and
transmit queue pair. Advanced features such as checksum
offloading and receive-side scaling are future work.

i40e behavioral model. A modern NIC simulator com-
patible with Linux and kernel-bypass frameworks such as
DPDK [20] is needed for simulating today’s network systems.
We implement a behavioral model of the common i40e Intel
40G X710 NIC. This simulator is compatible with unmodi-
fied drivers and, while not feature complete, implements the
most important features such as multiple descriptor queues,
TCP and IP checksum offload, receive-side scaling, large seg-
ment offload, interrupt moderation, and support for MSI and
MSI-X.

5.4 Network Simulations

ns-3. To integrate with ns-3.31, we implement a derived
class of NetDevice, implementing the SimBricks Ethernet
interface. NetDevice is the ns-3 base abstraction for all end-
host network hardware. When receiving Ethernet packets
from the NIC, the adapter pushes these to the connected net-
work channel. When the adapter receives a packet from the
ns-3 network channel, it simply forwards it to the SimBricks
channel. The adapter also implements the synchronization
protocol, as shown in Fig. 5. We use various ns-3 configura-
tions for our experiments. S

Ethernet switch. Similar to NIC behavioral models we
also implement a fast model of simple Ethernet switch. The
model uses L2 MAC learning with infinite MAC table size.
Each switch port is implemented using SimBricks Ether-
net interface. In each iteration of the simulation loop, the
switch polls packets from each port, performs MAC learn-
ing, switches each packet to the corresponding egress port(s)
according to the MAC table, and sends synchronization mes-
sages to each port if necessary.

Tofino. Finally, we integrate the proprietary Intel Tofino [5]
simulator provided by Intel in the development tooolkit
(SDE) [18]. This simulator includes a cycle accurate model
of the switch pipeline and an approximate model of the queu-
ing subsystem. Unfortunately our version of the simulator is
closed source and only communicates through Linux Kernel
virtual Ethernet interfaces (veth), precluding synchroniza-
tion. We thus only implement a functional adapter that trans-
fers packets between SimBricks Ethernet interfaces and veth
ports.

6 Evaluation

We have already shown that SimBricks reproduces behavior
of a physical testbed for congestion control, and improves
accuracy over ns-3. We now aim to answer the following
questions:

• Can SimBricks modularly combine component simula-
tors? How do different combinations perform? (§6.2)

• What is the synchronization overhead for component
simulators? How does it compare to prior approaches?
(§6.3)

• Can SimBricks reduce simulation time by breaking down
components into smaller pieces and parallelizing them?
(§6.4)

• How does simulation time scale with number of compo-
nents combined? (§6.5)

• Can SimBricks effectively and scalably distribute large-
scale simulations across multiple physical hosts? (§6.6)

• Can SimBricks reproduce key results of recent work on
in-network compute (§6.7), and NIC architecture (§6.8)?

• Does SimBricks enable additional insights that cannot
be obtained from physical testbeds? (§6.8)

6.1 Experimental Setup
We use servers with two 22-core Intel Xeon Gold 6152 pro-
cessors at 2.10 GHz with 187 GB of memory, hyper-threading
disabled, and 100 Gbps Mellanox RoCE NICs.

Unless otherwise stated use following simulator parameters.
All simulations are running Ubuntu 18.04 with a Linux ver-
sion 5.4.46 kernel where we disabled unneeded features and
drivers to reduce boot time. No drivers or applications were
modified. Each host has one core and 8 GB of memory. For
QEMU with synchronization (QT) we set a clock frequency
of 4GHz. For gem5, we use DDR4_2400_16x4 memory and
the TimingSimple CPU model, which simulates an in-order
CPU with the timing memory protocol required for SimBricks
synchronization (§5.2). We set parameters to achieve the
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Use-case netperf Sim.
Simulator Combination T’put Latency Time

SW debugging 4.37 G 71 µs 00:00:32
QEMU-kvm + behavioral i40e NIC + behavioral switch

SW perf. evaluation 9.05 G 20 µs 18:18:49
gem5 + behavioral i40e NIC + ns-3

HW debugging 81 M 3.4 ms 00:00:31
QEMU-kvm + Corundum Verilog + behavioral switch

HW perf. evaluation 6.27 G 33 µs 04:23:07
QEMU-timing + Corundum Verilog + behavioral switch

Tab. 1: SimBricks configurations for four typical use-cases,
with the resulting simulation time and measured app. perfor-
mance.

same effective instruction execution performance as a rep-
resentative physical testbed [24], for a Linux network stack
benchmark at 1.3 cycles/inst = 0.43 ns/inst. We match cache
sizes and latencies of the testbed. With an in-order CPU clock
frequency 8 GHz we get the same effective instruction rate
as the testbed. Gem5 also supports an out-of-order CPU, but
at a simulation time of 4−6× higher, so we use the timing
CPU as a compromise. Network links are set to 10 Gbps
by default. The Corundum verilator model runs at 250 MHz.
Further, we set the PCIe latency, NIC-network link latency
and synchronization interval all to 500 ns, unless otherwise
reported.

6.2 Modular Simulation

We start by evaluating modular combinations of component
simulators in SimBricks. For this, we use the netperf TCP
benchmark to run a 10s throughput test (TCP_STREAM) fol-
lowed by a 10s latency test (TCP_RR) on two simulated hosts.
We focus on a subset of four combinations for common sys-
tems research use-cases in: debugging and performance eval-
uation of hardware and software prototypes respectively.

For debugging HW & SW we are most productive when we
can interactively use the system, while accurate performance,
and thus synchronization is not required. Here we combine
QEMU with kvm for fast host simulation with the fast basic
switch, and either the intel NIC model for SW testing or Veri-
lator with Corundum as a HW example. During performance
evaluation we do want accurate performance results, but can
tolerate longer simulation times. For software performance
measurements we rely on a more detailed host simulator with
gem5, while here we assume that we need less detail of the
host for benchmarking our HW prototype.

Navigating speed-accuracy trade-offs with modularity.
Our results reported in Tab. 1 confirm the trade-off between

simulation time and model detail; simulation times range
from 31s to 18 hours for the same workload. The results show
that, SimBricks can effectively help navigate this trade-off by
only using detailed simulators for components where detail
matters. The measured performance for unsynchronized con-
figurations, especially for the QEMU-kvm and Corundum,
while not representative, are still sufficient to test and debug
the system. Modularity also allows us to late bind simulator
choices, e.g. if we later realize that QEMU-timing is not
sufficiently accurate, we can replace it with gem5 without
additional changes.

All combinations are functional. We evaluate the full
cross-product of simulator choices and confirm that Sim-
Bricks supports all combinations (performance results in
§A.4).

6.3 SimBricks Synchronization

We now use gem5 as a case study to measure synchronization
behavior in three experiments.

Synchronization overhead. To measure the overhead of
SimBricks synchronization, we run two workloads with gem5,
once standalone and once in SimBricks, and compare sim-
ulation time. Neither experiment uses the network, but for
SimBricks we connect the the Intel NIC model, and that to the
switch. The SimBricks adapter thus exchanges sync messages
every 500 ns.

The first workload has a low-event density in gem5: execut-
ing sleep 10. The standalone simulation takes 2.25 min and
in SimBricks 2.91 min, a 30% overhead. Here gem5 is almost
exclusively handling SimBricks synchronization events, as
the CPU is mostly halted. As a high-event density workload
we use dd to read from /dev/urandom to keep the CPU busy.
This simulation takes 100.26 min standalone and 101.06 min
in SimBricks, a mere 0.8% overhead. In both cases, SimBricks
integration incurs manageable synchronization overhead, and
is unlikely to significantly slow down already slow simulators.

Comparison to dist-gem5. Next, we compare to dist-
gem5 [37] as a baseline system that employs a conventional
epoch-based global synchronization protocol over TCP sock-
ets, to interconnect multiple gem5 instances. We configure
simulations with 2 to 32 instances of gem5 that communicate
pairwise using iperf, through the e1000 NIC in gem5 and
a switch. For SimBricks we use our gem5 Ethernet adapter
to connect to our switch model. Our simulation time mea-
surements in Fig. 6 show that SimBricks is significantly more
efficient than dist-gem5, especially at scale. With 2 hosts
SimBricks reduces simulation time by 27% and for 32 hosts
by 74%.
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Sensitivity to link latency. SimBricks synchronization
overhead is fundamentally linked with the configured link
latency, as a lower bound for how frequently sync messages
are required. So does SimBricks synchronization grow un-
reasonably expensive at lower latencies? To answer this, we
measure synchronization time for a pair of gem5 hosts running
netperf connected to the Intel NIC and the switch, while
we vary the configured PCIe latency and sync interval. We
report our results in Fig. 9, and find that while synchroniza-
tion time does increase, lowering the latency by two orders of
magnitude from 1 µs to 10 ns, only increases simulation time
by 38%.

6.4 Decomposition for Performance

In SimBricks, we can partition individual simulators into mul-
tiple connected smaller simulators for increased parallelism
and scalability, in two separate instances.

Running NIC outside of gem5 is faster. We simulate
NICs separately for modularity, while gem5 and qemu also
directly include NICs. We evaluate the performance implica-
tions of this design choice, by comparing two gem5 configu-
rations in SimBricks: first, gem5 with the built-in e1000 NIC
connected via our Ethernet adapter, and second, gem5 con-
nected to our Intel NIC. In both cases we run a pair of hosts
connected to our switch. The first configuration takes 350
minutes, and the second only 138 minutes. Despite simulating
a more complex NIC with additional features, the parallelism
from the external NIC simulator reduces simulation time by
60%.

Network simulator as scalability bottleneck. Network
simulators are potential scalability bottlenecks in SimBricks,
as they often connect to many NICs, while hosts and NICs
only connect to one and two peers, respectively. We first
confirm this with a microbenchmark. We implement a packet
generator as a dummy NIC that implements the SimBricks
Ethernet interface and synchronization protocol, and simply
injects packet at a configured rate. We now measure simula-
tion time for 2 and 32 dummy NICs connected to one switch
for 1 second of virtual time. First we set the packet rate to
0, to only measure synchronization overhead, and measure
an increase from 2.6 s to 17.6 s. Next, we set the packet rate
to 100 Gbps, and measure an increase from 12.6 s to 211.6 s.
A single network simulator can become a bottleneck for fast
simulations, but we have so far not observed this outside of
this microbenchmark.

Scaling by parallelizing network simulation. To address
this bottleneck in SimBricks, we can run multiple network
simulators carved up at natural boundaries (e.g. switches
or groups thereof). We demonstrate this by modifying the
previous microbenchmark to divide the 32 hosts to 4 "ToR"

switches that each connect to the fith "core" switch. With this
configuration the simulation time for rate 0 is 9.6 s down by
45% compared to the single switch, and 96.8 s at 100 Gbps,
53%. Decomposing networks reduces simulation time at
scale.

6.5 Local Scalability

A design goal for SimBricks is to scale to simulate systems
with many hosts. Here we measure how simulation time
changes as we vary the number of simulated gem5 hosts and
Intel NICs on a single physical host, connected to a single
switch. We set up one server and a variable number of client
hosts, running the same UDP benchmark. To avoid overload-
ing the server, we fix the aggregate throughput to 1 Gbps.
The results in Fig. 7 show the simulation time increases with
the number of clients, from 138 min with 2 hosts by 48% to
205 min with 21 hosts.

Surprisingly this is not because of scalability bottlenecks
in SimBricks synchronization. Instead, we discovered that
this increase is due to thermal throttling in of our host CPU
slowing down all cores as more active. To confirm this, we
run multiple independent instances of the 1-client experiment
and measure how this affects simulation time. When running
4 independent instances, using a total of 20 cores in the same
NUMA node, the simulation takes 171 min. This matches the
runtime of the 10-host simulation above, which uses 21 cores
in total. We conclude that SimBricks scales at least to the
moderate cluster sizes typical for many of our evaluations.

6.6 Distributed Simulations

So far the limiting factor for simulating larger systems is
the number available cores. Now we move on to SimBricks
simulations running across multiple physical hosts, using our
proxies. Fig. 11 shows the configuration.

Overhead of distributed simulation. First we compare
performance for small local simulations to distributed sim-
ulations with the SimBricks sockets and RDMA proxy, to
measure overheads. We use two qemu-kvm hosts running
netperf connected to Intel NICs which connect to the same
switch. Locally, this unsynchronized simulation again yields
a throughput of 4.4 Gbps, and a latency of 71 µs. Next we dis-
tribute the simulation by running one pair of Qemu and NIC
on a second server and proxying the Ethernet connection to
the switch running locally. With the sockets proxy the latency
increases to 305 µs and throughput remains constant, and with
RDMA both remain constant. Next we measure simulation
time for the same configuration but with QEMU timing and
gem5, and find that simulation time does not change with
either proxy. The SimBricks proxies are no bottleneck for
synchronized simulations.
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Fig. 11: Large scale sim-
ulation configuration

Large-scale memcache cluster. To evaluate scalability to
realistic data center systems, we next run multiple distributed
simulations ranging from 40 to 1000 simulated hosts, on up to
26 physical servers. We run these simulations on Amazon ec2
c5.metal instances, with 96 hyperthreads each, and 20 Gbps
network connectivity in a single proximity placement group.
We structure the simulation with a varying number of racks
of 40 hosts with Intel NICs and a top of rack (ToR) switch
each, that then connect to a single core switch, as shown
in Fig. 11. When distributing the core switch gets assigned
to a dedicated server, and each rack is assigned a dedicated
server. A separate sockets proxy pair (ec2 does not have
RDMA support) connects each ToR to the core switch. As
the workload, we run memcached on half of all hosts in each
rack, and the memaslap client on the other half. Each client
randomly connects to the 20 servers on the same rack, and to
20 random servers in other racks. The experiment runs for 10
(simulated) seconds.

Fig. 8 shows the measured simulation time as we vary the
number of simulated hosts by adding racks. As we increase
from one rack and 40 hosts to 25 racks and 1000 hosts, the
simulation time with gem5 hosts increases by 13.8% from
15.5 h, to 17.6 h. With QEMU-timing hosts, simulation time
increases from 2.2 h to 5.6 h by 2.5×. With profiling and
instrumentation we found that this is a "straggler" problem
to do with QEMU’s of dynamic binary translation. When a

QEMU instance misses in its code cache and has to recompile
a block, the instance sometimes blocks for a while. While
rare, at scale these occurrences are more frequent and because
of the synchronization can slow down other hosts. But even
then QEMU simulation time remains well below gem5. We
conclude that SimBricks scales to simulate systems with 100s
of hosts.

6.7 Use-Case: In-Network Processing

Leveraging programmable switches for application acceler-
ation is another use-case that requires end-to-end measure-
ments. Much of this work relies on switch features that are
not yet available in off-the-shelf hardware, but can be easily
implemented in simulation. We use Network-Ordered Paxos
(NOPaxos) [27] to demonstrate that SimBricks can serve as
a virtual testbed for these systems too. NOPaxos introduces
a new network-level primitive, the ordered unreliable multi-
cast (OUM), which requires a single sequencer device in the
network. The ideal place to implement the sequencer is in a
programmable network switch. But as the required hardware
was not yet available, the authors relied on emulation on a
network processor or implementation on a network end-host.
We implement switch support for OUM in ns-3 and combine
this with gem5 and the Intel NIC to evaluate NOPaxos. Inside
the simulation we run the unmodified open source NOPaxos
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code.

Performance evaluation with ns-3. In Fig. 10, we show
throughput-latency curves for two configurations, with the
switch sequencer and with the end-host-sequencer (included
in the NOPaxos source). We compare this to figure 6 in the
NOPaxos paper, where NOPaxos achieves a latency of 110 µs,
while the end-host sequencer has latency about 35% higher
and both systems achieve the same throughput of 230 K/s.
In SimBricks we find a lower baseline latency of 32 µs and
34% higher for the end-host sequencer. This is expected
as the authors used a slower network processor to emulate
functionality. Both systems saturate at the same throughput of
130 K/s. The lower throughput is because we are measuring
on a single-core host, where application and packet processing
run on the same core. We confirmed this in a physical testbed
by disabling all but one core, and measured a throughput
within 10%. We conclude that SimBricks can evaluate in-
network processing systems.

Testing P4 implementation on Tofino. Now that P4
switches are readily available, the NOPaxos authors have
implemented OUM in P4. We have obtained the implementa-
tion from the authors, and deploy it in the Tofino simulator.
In combination with QEMU-kvm and the Intel NIC we ver-
ify that we can run the full unmodified NOPaxos from the
physical testbed in SimBricks. As the Tofino simulator does
not support synchronization we cannot use it for performance
measurements.

6.8 Use-Case: NIC Hardware Architecture

We have already demonstrated that both the simulation of the
unmodified Corundum RTL and our behavioral model support
integration into end-to-end systems with unmodified drivers.
Next, we show that SimBricks simulations can provide in-
sights that are challenging to obtain from physical testbeds.
The original Corundum evaluation shows that, especially for
1500B MTU, Corundum achieves significantly throughput
than the ConnectX-5 NIC they compare to. While develop-
ing our Corundum simulators, we found a likely reason for
this: unlike other NICs, Corundum relies on reading the head
index registers of receive descriptor queues to identify new
entries. For most NICs drivers instead directly poll descrip-
tors in memory. This incurs overhead as MMIO reads stall the
processor until the device returns a result, while with DDIO
descriptor reads typically hit in the L3 cache. For CPU-bound
workloads this can significantly degrade performance.

Leveraging simulation visibility & flexibility. We ob-
served this behavior from inspecting detailed simulator logs
to debug high latencies we observed. For synchronized sim-
ulations, logging can be enabled without affecting system
behavior. We leveraged this to log detailed PCI activity, NIC

activity, and CPU activity, and combined those into an end-to-
end view of the latency. We further confirm this hypothesis by
doubling the simulated PCIe latency to 1 µs in gem5 with the
corundum behavioral model and the Intel behavioral model.
When PCIe latency doubles, Corundum throughput reduces
by 21.2%, while the Intel NIC throughput remains consistent.
Simulators have two key advantages here, visibility and the
flexibility to change key parameters that are fixed in physical
systems.

7 Discussion

Going forward we see three challenges for SimBricks: reduc-
ing validation effort, efficiently simulating multi-core hosts,
and moving beyond our current focus of networking.

7.1 Validation

Simulations are only useful for system performance evalua-
tion if they produce meaningful results representative of an
equivalent physical system. To obtain meaningful results,
users have to validate the combination of simulators and
configuration parameters against physical testbeds. Initial
validation effort creates a hurdle for using simulation, and
when simulators or configuration parameters are modified,
the complete simulation needs to be re-validated. This is
further complicated when a comparable physical testbed is
not available.

Modular validation. While SimBricks cannot avoid the
need for validation, we argue that our approach reduces vali-
dation effort through modularity. Instead of validating each
combination of simulators, components can be validated indi-
vidually and then composed. As SimBricks ensures correct
synchronization, composition does not affect accuracy of
individual components, as long as the interfaces have also
been validated. This enables users to combine previously
validated component configurations into a full system. And
when changing a component simulator, users only need to
re-validate that component.

Repository of validated configurations. We propose a
public repository of validated component simulator configu-
rations to simplify re-use. This allows users to find configura-
tions to start with, and contribute their own validated configu-
rations, both reducing the effort for building simulations and
for validating them. Ensuring correctness and validity of such
configurations over time is a challenge. We are planning to
address this in an automated continuous-integration system,
periodically re-running configurations, recording the results,
and making the history of results available.
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7.2 Multi-Core Hosts
We limit our evaluation to single-core hosts for a pragmatic
reason: for gem5 and QEMU with synchronization, simula-
tion time increases super-linearly with the number of simu-
lated cores, as both simulate multi-cores sequentially. The
scalable X86 simulators we are aware of [17, 33] only simu-
late applications and do not include an operating system and
I/O devices.

Scalable multi-core simulation. For scalable multi-core
simulation we envision applying our techniques inside the
boundaries of a single machine. Today’s multi-cores are fun-
damentally distributed systems [7] with cache interconnects
acting as the network. Cache interconnects incur latencies
in the range of what we have already evaluated (§6.3). We
thus believe our techniques could be applied to simulating
multi-cores with greater parallelism and reduced simulation
time.

7.3 Beyond Networking
While we evaluate SimBricks for network systems, our design
is generally applicable to other types of systems. For example,
integration of PCIe attached accelerators does not require
changes to SimBricks, as our PCIe protocol is not specific to
networking. The SimBricks architecture can also be easily
extended with additional components or interfaces, such as
CXL [14].

A natural first extension of SimBricks we envision is to
include simulators for accelerators, which are also attracting
growing interest in the systems and networking community.
Especially for ASIC accelerator designs, such as Google’s
TPU [21], simulation is often the only way to evaluate these
systems. As these accelerators typically form parts of larger
distributed systems, our approach that enables end-to-end
evaluation is essential. We also expect the emergence of fur-
ther use-cases as computer architects and systems researcher
delve deeper into the realm of specialized hardware.

8 Related Work

Parallel Simulation. dist-gem5 [37] and pd-gem5 [1] con-
nect multiple gem5 instances to enable simulation of dis-
tributed systems and use global barriers for synchronization.
Graphite [33] also parallelizes a multi-core simulation across
cores and machines, but uses approximate synchronization
where causality are possible. Similar to gem5, Simics [31]
also supports full system simulation and runs unmodified oper-
ating systems and applications, and multiple Simics processes
can be connected to simulate networked systems. SimBricks
connects multiple different simulators together using fixed
interfaces, and synchronizes them accurately with a synchro-
nization protocol that leverages the simulation structure.

Co-Simulation of Multiple Simulators. gem5 supports
the integration of systemC code [32] to implement hardware
models, by linking them into the gem5 binary and embedding
the systemC event loop with the gem5 event loop. SimBricks
instead aims to interconnect multiple heterogeneous simula-
tors with potentially completely different simulation models.
The Structural Simulation Toolkit (SST) [43] is a modular sim-
ulation framework for HPC clusters, uses a parallel discrete
event simulator as the core, and defines common interfaces to
link in various component simulators. Unlike SimBricks, SST
requires deep integration of simulators into one simulation
loop resulting in integration challenges. SST does also not
define fixed component interfaces for specific components,
instead compatibility is up to individual simulators.

Evaluating network systems in simulation. Simulations
and emulations have been used by past systems to facilitate
end-host networking research. SINIC [11] is a NIC design
that leverages M5 [10] to perform full-system simulation run-
ning network workloads. Scale-Out NUMA [38] uses the
Flexus [50] full-system simulator to evaluate their remote
memory controller design in a distributed memory system.
NeBuLa [47] similarly uses Flexus to simulate their new NIC
and memory architecture design targeting RPC systems. In-
stead of ad-hoc simulations tied to a particular simulator, Sim-
Bricks enables component simulators that can be combined
with different host and network simulators.

9 Conclusion

End-to-end simulation offer an alternative for rigorous evalua-
tion when a physical testbed is not available. With SimBricks,
we have presented a novel modular simulation framework tar-
geted at end-to-end evaluation of network systems by combin-
ing multiple tried-and-true simulators for system components.
SimBricks can replicate key findings from a broad range of
prior work, including congestion control, in-network com-
pute, and NIC hardware architecture. Moreover, SimBricks
simulations are portable and reproducible. As we increas-
ingly to look to hardware for performance improvements, we
believe that end-to-end simulations are an essential tool for
systems research.
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A Appendix

A.1 Modular Simulation Orchestration

Finally, an operational challenge arises for running simula-
tions with SimBricks. Because we design SimBricks without
any centralized control, a simulation consists entirely of in-
terconnected component simulators. Thus to run a complete
end-to-end simulation, a user has to start each individual
component simulator, while providing unique paths for the
Unix sockets and shared memory regions for each channel.
While this is manageable with very small simulations, the
complexity rapidly grows with simulation size, along with
the additional channels of cleanup, collecting simulation logs,
and monitoring for crashes. An additional challenge, espe-
cially when running multiple simulations in parallel, is that
performance drastically degrades when overcommitting cores
or memory. SimBricks addresses both challenges with an
orchestration framework for assembling, running, and, if nec-
essary, scheduling simulations.

from s i m b r i c k s import *
f o r r a t e in [ 1 0 , 100 , 200 , 500 , 1 0 0 0 ] :

e = Exper imen t ( ’ udp − ’ + s t r ( r a t e ) )
n e t = SwitchBM ( e )

s = Gem5Host ( e , ’ s e r v e r ’ )
s . n i c = I40eNIC ( e )
s . n o d e _ c o n f i g = I40eLinuxNode ( )
s . n o d e _ c o n f i g . i p = ’ 1 0 . 0 . 0 . 1 ’
s . n o d e _ c o n f i g . app = Ipe r fUDPServe r ( )

c = Gem5Host ( e , ’ c l i e n t ’ )
c . n i c = I40eNIC ( e )
c . n o d e _ c o n f i g = I40eLinuxNode ( )
c . n o d e _ c o n f i g . i p = ’ 1 0 . 0 . 0 . 2 ’
c . n o d e _ c o n f i g . app = I p e r f U D P C l i e n t ( )
c . n o d e _ c o n f i g . app . s e r v e r = ’ 1 0 . 0 . 0 . 1 ’
c . n o d e _ c o n f i g . app . r a t e = r a t e

e x p e r i m e n t s . append ( e )

Fig. 12: An example of a simulation configuration in the
SimBricks orchestration framework.

Similar to other simulators with modular configuration we
also implement our orchestration in a scripting language. The
SimBricks orchestration framework is designed as a collec-
tion of python modules, and simulation experiments can be
assembled by relying on arbitrary python features. In addition
to the previously mentioned tasks, we also integrate function-
ality to automatically generate customized disk images for
host simulators, e.g. with different IP address configurations
or to run applications with separate parameters in individual
hosts. In Fig. 12 we show an example script.

rxQueue, rxLen← MAPQUEUE(rx)
rxHead← 0
txQueue, txLen← MAPQUEUE(tx)
txTail← 0

procedure POLLMSG
msg← &rxQueue[rxHead]
while msg->owner 6= CONSUMER do

SPIN()
READMEMORYBARRIER()
rxHead← (rxHead + 1) % rxLen
return msg

procedure RELEASEMSG(msg)
msg->owner← PRODUCER

procedure ALLOCMSG
msg← &txQueue[txTail]
while msg->owner 6= PRODUCER do

SPIN()
txTail← (txTail + 1) % txLen
return msg

procedure ENQUEUEMSG(msg)
WRITEMEMORYBARRIER()
msg->owner← CONSUMER

Fig. 13: SimBricks multi-core shared memory message pass-
ing queue. READMEMORYBARRIER and WRITEMEMORY-
BARRIER are compiler barriers to prevent re-ordering during
optimization.

A.2 Inter-Simulator Message Transport

Fig. 13 shows pseudo-code for the SimBricks queue imple-
mentation. To enable zero-copy implementation in simulators
producer and consumer each have separate functions for get-
ting access to an available queue slot, POLLMSG for the con-
sumer and ALLOCMSG for the producer, and then releasing
in when processing is complete, RELEASEMSG for the con-
sumer and ENQUEUEMSG for the producer. The consumer
uses its local head pointer to determine the slot the next mes-
sage is or will be in and then checks the type and ownership
byte, re-trying if the slot is marked by as owned by the pro-
ducer. After the consumer completes processing a message
it marks the message as owned by the consumer. Symmetri-
cally, the producer uses its local tail pointer to determine the
slot for the next message, if necessary waits until the slot is
marked as producer-owned, and resets the ownership bit to
consumer after it places the message in the slot. Compiler
memory barriers are necessary to prevent the compiler from
reordering memory accesses across accesses to the ownership
bit, but with the strong X86 memory model no CPU memory
barriers are necessary.
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A.2.1 Coherence Behavior

To understand the performance properties, consider three key
cases, the queue is empty, the queue is full, and the queue
is neither empty nor full. When the queue is empty, the
consumer will spin on the last cache line, which will be in the
local L1 after the first access, and only incurs an additional
when the producer updates that cache line. When the queue
is full, the producer similarly waits for the next slot to free
up with the same coherence behavior. Finally, when neither
is the case, the consumer immediately finds a message when
polling and incurs a necessary miss that will fetch the message.
Further, the CPU hardware prefetcher will likely already fetch
the next message as they are laid out sequentially in memory,
thereby avoiding a demand miss (but of course incurring the
same coherence traffic). The producer does have to read the
ownership flag incurring a miss, but also immediately finds
the empty slot, and the same prefetcher behavior applies.

A.3 Implementation effort for SimBricks

SimBricks Component Lines
common
libraries

message transport library 766
NIC behavioral model library 484

host
simulators

gem5 integration 1146
QEMU integration 724

NIC
simulation

Corundum Verilator 1394
i40e model 3055

Corundum model 979
network
simulation

ns-3 integration 1303
Ethernet switch model 165

runtime runtime orchestration 1237
proxy distributed simulation proxy 2117

Tab. 2: Lines of code for the various components in Sim-
Bricks, excluding blank lines and comments.

A.4 Performance for SimBricks Simulator
Configurations

Tab. 3

Simulators Sim.
Host NIC Net T’put Latency Time

QK IB SW 4.37 G 71 µs 00:00:32
QK IB NS 409 M 141 µs 00:00:32
QK IB TO 1.92 M 6.6 ms 00:00:33
QK CB SW 1.84 G 211 µs 00:00:29
QK CB NS 429 M 294 µs 00:00:30
QK CB TO 2.18 M 6.7 ms 00:00:33
QK CV SW 81 M 3.4 ms 00:00:31
QK CV NS 82 M 3.4 ms 00:00:32
QK CV TO 2.31 M 23 ms 00:00:33

QT IB SW 8.88 G 17 µs 02:03:17
QT IB NS 8.87 G 17 µs 02:14:43
QT CB SW 6.39 G 25 µs 02:01:36
QT CB NS 6.41 G 25 µs 02:02:41
QT CV SW 6.27 G 33 µs 04:23:07
QT CV NS 6.52 G 33 µs 04:37:17
G5 IB SW 9.05 G 20 µs 18:18:49
G5 IB NS 9.02 G 20 µs 17:01:53
G5 CB SW 3.01 G 33 µs 11:50:48
G5 CB NS 3.00 G 33 µs 12:09:29
G5 CV SW 6.69 G 37 µs 11:57:34

Tab. 3: Complete cross-product combinations of our compo-
nent simulators. Host simulators: QK is QEMU with KVM
(functional simulation), QT is QEMU with timing, and G5
is gem5. NIC Simulators: IB is the Intel behavioral model,
CB the Corundum behavioral model, and CV the Corundum
verilator model. Network Simulators: SW is the switch be-
havioral model, NS is ns-3.
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